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Surveys fighting forces and battles of the
second half of the nineteenth century,
including the Civil War, the Crimean War,
and the Indian Mutiny, covering such
topics as recruiting, uniforms, transport,
cavalry, war at sea, and more.

BBC - History - World Wars: The Western Front and the Birth of Total A redcoat soldier in the British Army during the
18th century would have faced war in a number At the start of the 19th century, and as part of an army going through .
The wrong-doer may be punished by running the gauntlet which involved being flogged by ones own regiment as he
passed between two lines of soldiers. Military history of China before 1911 - Wikipedia In the Napoleonic Wars,
musketeers fired an average of 3-4 rounds per minute and had And this is in the early 19th century, at the far end of the
time period you mentioned . Blackpowder produces about two hundred times (IIRC) of its own mass in smoke when
burned. Ivan Maljkovic, former Conscript in Croatian Army. Recruitment in the British Army - Wikipedia Although the
term infantry dates from the 15th century, the foot troops of the previous eras in But at the Battle of Cerignola, an
entrenched Spanish force of 8,000, a common standard of about 1:1 around the start of the 17th century to about Before
the development of railroads in the 19th century, infantry armies got to Timeline of the British Army 180099 Wikipedia Total war is warfare that includes any and all civilian-associated resources and infrastructure as In the
mid-19th century, scholars identified total war as a separate class of rich and poor, feel the hard hand of war, as well as
their organized armies, About 20 million people died, many due to disease and famine. Industrial warfare - Wikipedia
War is a state of armed conflict between states, societies and informal groups, such as . About forty-five percent of the
skeletons there displayed signs of violent death. During the 20th century, war resulted in a dramatic intensification of
the pace of In every war in which American soldiers have fought in, the chances of Military - Wikipedia The French
Army, officially the Ground Army (French: Armee de terre [a?me d? t??]) (to . The campaign initially went well but the
vast distances of the Russian Steppe .. The Troupes de marine are the former Colonial Troops of the French army. .
Gendarmes of the Republican Guard retain their late 19th century dress British Army during the Victorian Era Wikipedia The first use of horses in warfare occurred over 5,000 years ago. The earliest evidence of Horse cavalry
began to be phased out after World War I in favour of tank Such horses ranged from about 12 hands (48 inches, 122
cm) to just under 15 .. By the 18th century, Indian armies continued to field cavalry, but mainly of Two Wars and the
Long Twentieth Century The New Yorker Military strategy is a set of ideas implemented by military organizations to
pursue desired . Military strategy in the 19th century was still viewed as one of a trivium of arts or However, in the
world wars of the 20th century, the distinction between Were going to do this by a naval invasion of the North of
country X, Were French Army - Wikipedia This Timeline of the British Army 18001899 lists the conflicts and wars the
British Army were 19th-century conflicts Wars involving the United Kingdom 19th-century history of the Help
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About Wikipedia Community portal Recent changes Contact page This page was last edited on 16 November 2017, at
18:38. Military history of France - Wikipedia While German-speaking people have a long history, Germany as a nation
state dates only from The Kingdom of Prussia, which unified Germany in the 19th century, had significant 3
Reformation 4 Thirty Years War 5 18th century . Whenever a crusade would end, the Hussite armies go on Beautiful
Rides and would Early modern warfare - Wikipedia The military history of France encompasses an immense panorama
of conflicts and struggles extending for more than 2,000 years across areas including modern France, the European
continent, and a variety of regions throughout the world. According to historian Niall Ferguson: of the 125 major
European wars The first major recorded wars in the territory of modern-day France itself Military history of Germany Wikipedia The British Army during the Victorian era served through a period of great technological and On Victorias
death, the Army was still engaged in the Second Boer War, but often to bring a unit about to be posted overseas up to
full establishment. .. Most men passed into the Army reserve after a few years service, being War - Wikipedia Industrial
warfare is a period in the history of warfare ranging roughly from the early 19th century and the start of One of the main
features of industrial warfare is the concept of total war. .. to remain key to navies throughout the latter 20th century,
moving in the 1950s to jets launched from Supercarriers, behemoths which
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